Subject: Pro active discloser under the Right to Information Act 2005.

It has been observed that contents uploaded on the web site of Prasar Bharati under mandatory discloser vide section 4(1) (b) of RTI Act 2005 contain some inadequate & unorganised information attracting too many RTIs.

2. In this regard it is requested that all the officers concerned in Prasar Bharati may please review the contents of the web site according to their jurisdiction of allocation of work for updating and incorporating information on the web-site.

3. Compliance report may please be provided latest by 31st July’2018 for perusal of CEO.

To
1. All CPIOs in PBS,
2. Nodal CPIOs of DG: AIR & DG:DD
3. S.O. to CEO/PS to ADG(E&A),
4. DDG(JT) cell with a request to upload this on web site of Prasar Bharati.
5. Hindi Section in PBS